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Abstract:

Water is essential for life, but accessing clean water is a challenge in many places

due to pollution and how water is naturally distributed across the Earth. This study

evaluates the importance of checking water quality, especially with more factories and

cities growing. In the study, we focus on plankton, tiny water organisms that can

reveal a lot about water's health. When water gets polluted, the type and amount of

plankton change, which is a warning sign of poor water quality. Traditional ways of

studying plankton involve collecting water samples and analyzing them in labs, which

takes a lot of time and can delay getting important information. To make this process

faster and more accurate, we use new technologies like digital holographic

microscopy (DHM) and lensless digital holographic microscopy (LDHM). These

methods allow us to see plankton in great detail and quickly understand water quality.

We explain how we create and analyze images of plankton without using

traditional lenses, using light and computers to capture and study these images in

detail. This process includes using different light wavelengths and advanced

computing methods like the Gerchberg-Saxton (G-S) iteration for better image

analysis, and techniques like level-set-based cell image segmentation for counting and

studying plankton cells accurately. Our experiments with these technologies allowed

us to see tiny details in plankton, as small as 2.46 micrometers, which approaches the

upper limits of what our equipment can do. This proves that our approach is effective

for quickly checking water quality by looking at plankton.



By introducing these new technologies, we provide a faster and cheaper way to

monitor water quality, which could help in better understanding and protecting aquatic

environments. This research offers a new solution for quickly assessing water quality

through a detailed study of plankton, showing a way forward for environmental

monitoring.

1. Introduction

Water, covering two-thirds of the earth's surface and permanently inundating

nearly 4% of the global land mass, is a ubiquitous element. It undergoes a continuous

cycle within the hydrosphere, evaporating from the earth's surface, condensing in the

atmosphere, and returning as liquid water. Despite its abundance, water scarcity is

common, particularly in regions with uneven distribution. While some places are

well-watered, others face shortages, exacerbated by the increasing global population.

Although the earth will not run out of water, the majority of the earth's water is too

saline-heavy for human use, and pollution from human activities has further degraded

the quality of fresh water, diminishing its utility. Even though evaporation serves as a

natural water purification process, salts and pollutants left behind continue to

contaminate the returning rainwater. Life in all its forms relies on water, making it a

vital resource with complexities and challenges that must be addressed [1].

However, with the continuous advancement of industrialization and urbanization,

limited water resources also face increasingly serious risks of pollution. For example,

on February 3, 2023, a train derailment in Ohio released toxic chemicals into the

environment, causing significant water contamination for local residents. As cases

such as these proliferate, the detection of water quality has become particularly

important. The interconnectedness between the living water environment's quality and

underwater plankton is significant. Stable physiological characteristics, species, and

numbers are exhibited by indigenous plankton in various waters. Swift responses to

changes in the water body are observed in these organisms. When the water quality



experiences different degrees of pollution, variations in plankton species occur due to

differing bacterial densities in the water. Optimal water quality is distinguished by

moderate pH values, high oxygen content, and low bacterial and microorganism

content. In such conditions, higher oval algae, diatoms with columns, and

corresponding zooplankton can thrive. Conversely, poor water quality accommodates

organisms like sandshell worms, cyclopia, and algae-tolerant strong plankton. Severe

water pollution results in high bacterial density, posing a challenge to the survival of

most plankton. Only species with stronger pollution tolerance, such as nudibranchs,

cyanobacteria, and caecilian earthworms, can endure. Therefore, examining

underwater plankton species and quantity yields critical information about water

quality and its trends, either directly or indirectly.

Observation forms the basis for many existing techniques in detecting

underwater plankton. Initially, conventional underwater plankton observation relies on

a sampling approach, which involves using a sample collector or trawl at a specified

water sampling site and then transporting the sample to the laboratory. Subsequently,

the sample undergoes a certain degree of treatment, is fixed, and is preserved into

observable slide samples. Finally, a laboratory microscope is employed for

observation and identification. While sampling observation yields relatively abundant

underwater plankton morphology data and reduces identification errors, it comes with

notable drawbacks. The process of sampling, transporting to the laboratory, and

studying the experimental results introduces significant delays, hindering the timely

acquisition of large-scale experimental data for monitoring water quality pollution

conditions. Therefore, the traditional sampling-based observation method falls short

of meeting the current demands of underwater plankton research and development. To

address this, the study of obtaining effective underwater plankton data on a large

scale, both temporally and spatially, through relatively simple operations has become

a crucial research focus. As multidisciplinary research gains momentum, researchers

are increasingly exploring detection methods and tools from other disciplines.



Techniques and tools from diverse fields, including biology, acoustics, optics, and

electronics, have garnered attention and been integrated into underwater plankton

detection research. One such noteworthy approach is the optical detection-based

digital holographic imaging method, which stands out for its accuracy, comprehensive

experimental data, and effective visualization of results, attracting the interest of

experts and scholars with its broad research outcomes and application scope.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of sewage environment monitoring based on plankton

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [2] is a widely adopted technique that

enables the recording and reconstruction (via the digital holographic principle [3]) of

an optical field modulated by various factors such as scattering, refraction, absorption,

and reflection from a biomedical [4] or technical micro-object. Hologram

demodulation techniques, including Fourier Transform [5], spatial carrier phase

shifting [6], or Hilbert Transform [7], along with more precise multi-frame techniques

like temporal phase shifting, can provide complex data on the registration plane. The

reconstructed complex data contains information about amplitude (absorptive

features) and phase (refractive features), which is crucial for label-free quantitative

imaging. Over the past two decades, quantitative phase imaging has emerged as a

leading framework for label-free live bio-specimen examination [8].

Post-reconstruction, numerical propagation of the optical field to the focus plane is



achievable, for instance, using the angular spectrum (AS) method [9], especially when

the hologram is captured outside the focus plane. The determination of the focus plane

often involves automatic methods like autofocusing approaches [10], now also

integrated into deep learning frameworks [11]. Quantitative phase microscopes

following DHM principles, as well as traditional bright-field microscopes, are

typically bulky with multiple optical elements. In contrast, lensless digital holographic

microscopy (LDHM) [12], based on Gabor in-line holography [13], consists of a light

source, a CCD camera, and a sample placed between them, preferably near the CCD

matrix [14]. This configuration ensures a large field of view (FOV) primarily

dependent on the size of the CCD matrix. Resolution in LDHM is mainly limited by

the pixel size, requiring it to be small enough to capture dense Gabor holographic

fringes without optical magnification [15]. The total number of pixels sampling the

hologram is crucial for information bandwidth and resolution.

The recent advancement of lensless imaging owes much to the mass production

of affordable digital image sensors with small pixel sizes and high pixel counts [16,

17], alongside improvements in computing power and reconstruction algorithms for

processing captured diffraction patterns. Compared to conventional lens-based

microscopy, lensless approaches offer key advantages, including a large

space–bandwidth product, cost-effectiveness, portability, and depth-resolved

three-dimensional imaging. These advantages make lensless imaging particularly

suitable for analysis applications requiring extensive statistics, such as cytometry for

"needle-in-a-haystack" diagnostic tasks like the Papanicolaou smear test for cervical

cancer [18] and blood smear inspection for malaria diagnosis [19]. Lensless imaging

is well-suited for studies demanding statistically significant estimates based on limited

samples, as seen in the examination of thousands of sperm trajectories to identify rare

types of motion [20] and the performance of a complete blood count [21].

Applications with varying number densities, such as air and water quality tests,

benefit from lensless imaging's large space–bandwidth product and depth of field.



Lensless imaging is also an excellent choice for point-of-care and global health

applications, where compact, portable, cost-effective, and widely distributed devices

and approaches are essential. Unlike traditional microscopy, lensless imaging doesn't

require expensive precision microscope objective lenses and light sources. In many

instances, individual light-emitting diodes suffice for illumination, and the most

expensive component is the image sensor, which can be as low as a few tens of dollars

due to mass-produced complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor image sensors for

mobile phones [16, 17].

2. Basic Principles

2.1 Basic principles of lens-free on-chip holography

Lens-free on-chip holography, an in-line digital holographic imaging technique,

is introduced with a rearranged sequence of principles for basic recording and

numerical reconstruction. The formation of the hologram H(x, y) occurs when a light

source with sufficient spatial and temporal coherence illuminates the sample. This

hologram is a result of the interference between the scattered light O(x, y) on the

sample and the unscattered background light R(x, y). The expression for the hologram

is given as:

(1)
where r(x, y) and o(x, y) represent the amplitude information of the reference and

object lights, and φ(x, y) is the phase information of the object light wave. The light

intensity and phase information of the object light wave are obtained using the

angular spectrum algorithm, expressed as:

 



(2)
where F and denote the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform,𝐹−1

respectively. G(fx, fy, z) is the optical transfer function in the frequency domain, λ is

the wavelength of the light source, and z is the distance from the sample to the sensor

plane. In lens-free on-chip microscopy, the small distance (z « z2) between the sample

and the sensor is crucial to expanding the field of view and improving resolution,

typically ranging from 400 to 1,000 μm. Without a microscope objective, it is

necessary to propagate the hologram back to the focal plane. The distance between the

sample and the sensor is determined by the autofocusing algorithm in actual

operation, resulting in a maximum field of view similar to the image sensor's working

area and a maximum image resolution approximating the sensor's resolution.

However, the resolution of lens-free on-chip holography is limited by the pixel

size of the sensor. To overcome this limitation, reconstruction based on multiple

wavelengths is proposed as an effective super-resolution method, capable of removing

twin-image simultaneously.

2.2 Multi-wavelength-based phase recovery algorithm

In contrast to multi-height phase retrieval methods, the multi-wavelength

approach hinges on capturing images of the same object illuminated by different

wavelengths. While the reconstruction distance for a hologram acquired at one

wavelength remains fixed, holograms obtained at other wavelengths can be

reconstructed as if they were at a proportionately larger or smaller depth (Figure 2).



Figure 2 Schematic diagram of multi-wavelength lighting

Figure 3 Multi-wavelength phase recovery algorithm flow chart

As shown in Figure 3, the process of phase recovering consists of 6 main

steps:



1. Image Acquisition: Multiple holograms of the object are captured at different

wavelengths of illumination, typically the primary colors of light—red (R), green

(G), and blue (B).

2. Image Registration: The images acquired are aligned or registered to ensure they

correspond to the same spatial locations.

3. Estimate Focusing Distance (z): The reconstruction distances for the holograms

are estimated. While the distance for a given wavelength is fixed, other

wavelengths can be virtually reconstructed at different depths, simulating a

change in focus.

4. Initial Phase Calculation: An initial estimation of the object's phase profile at one

wavelength is made.

5. G-S Iterative Phase Recovery: This iterative process involves the

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, which is used to recover phase information from

intensity images. It alternates between the amplitude captured at one wavelength

and the phase estimated at another, propagating the wavefront through virtual

planes at different relative depths.

6. Guided Filtering: After the phase recovery, the result might be subjected to

guided filtering to refine the outcome.

To find the reconstruction distance z for each wavelength, the original distance

is determined using wavelength , and the rest corresponding is directly𝑧
1

λ
1

𝑧
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2.3 Principles of water quality detection by plankton

Phytoplankton serves as a critical indicator for assessing water quality, as its

abundance and species composition are closely linked to the condition of a water

body. Variations in phytoplankton populations, either through decline or excessive

growth, signal a degradation in water health. Specifically, a surge in phytoplankton,



particularly cyanobacteria, and an extended growth period are key indicators of

eutrophication in lakes and reservoirs. Pollution directly impacts the species makeup

of phytoplankton; while natural water bodies experience seasonal and environmental

shifts in algal species composition, these changes are predictable. However, in

polluted waters, the alterations in phytoplankton communities due to contaminants are

irregular. Golden algae, which are particularly sensitive to environmental shifts,

preferring cooler temperatures, low organic content, and high water clarity,

demonstrate the most noticeable changes in polluted environments.

Figure 4 Physical picture of plankton laboratory processing
a: water filtering, b: filter paper cutting, c: filter paper redissolution.

In this experiment, in order to estimate the number of plankton in a large

volume of water, which could be used to estimate the density of plankton in the whole

water body, the water sample should first be concentrated for more efficient

estimation. There are several steps in the concentration process.

1. Collect water samples from the top of the water body with volume V(L)

2. Pass the water sample through the Bottle Top Filtration Unit with a 45 PES

filter membrane (Figure 4a)

3. Carefully remove the membrane from the bottle

4. Take 1/6 of the membrane and cut it into small pieces (Figure 4b)

5. Add 2 ml of DI water to a microcentrifuge tube



6. Add the pieces of the membrane into the tube

7. Put the tube on the vortex mixer for 1 minute (Figure 4c)

8. Extract 50 of the concentrated water sample and place it on the slide, then put

the coverside on

The overall water sample plankton density C (cells/L) after counting the number

of plankton in the slide n can be calculated with .

Based on a previous experiment by the Ministry of Ecology and Environment of

the People's Republic of China [22], the following chart is used as a reference.

Table 1

High Density Sample (cells/L) Medium Density Sample (cells/L) Low Density Sample (cells/L)
Average 95%

confidence interval
Average 95%

confidence interval
Average 95%

confidence interval
9. 79×10 9. 29×107~1. 03 4. 02×106 3. 62×106~4. 43× 6. 95×104 5. 72×104~8. 18×

3. Plankton detection system design and construction

3.1 Overall light path system design

The diagram below illustrates the light path of the digital microscope, starting

with an LED that provides a stable source of light. This light illuminates the specimen

mounted on a slide, and the interaction between the light and the sample is captured

by the CMOS.



Figure 5 Schematic diagram of system optical path structure

In order to have multi-wavelength light, there are several ways to complete this

system. One is to let the LED become multi-wavelength so that it can emit different

light on a different wavelength. Another is to add a multiple-filter control system,

including a plate holding filter of different wavelengths and a servo. By turning the

plate so that light passes through different filters, the different wavelengths of light

can be achieved.



3.2 Hardware and circuit design

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of system hardware path structure

The whole system contains a total of six components without the Micro Control

Unit (MCU), mainly including the outer shell, slide holder, CMOS, servo with filter,

and LED. The adjustable holder (2) is an instrument that can precisely change the

height of the plate. To switch between different filters, a servo is used to rotate the

plate to choose the filter. The LED light shell is designed to hold one white LED with

an aluminum base. To connect the system with the MCU, the positive and negative

wires of the servo and the positive wire of the LED are directly connected to the 5V

and GND ports in the MCU. The signal wire of the servo is connected to the analog

output port of the MCU, and the negative wire of the LED is connected to the digital

output port of the MCU. By programming the MCU to control the related output in

different ports, the LED switch and the position of the servo can be controlled. The

output wire of the CMOS can be directly connected to the computer to record the



picture captured, or if the MCU is Raspberry Pi or similar hardware that has USB-A

and wireless communication equipment, the CMOS could also directly connect to the

MCU and wirelessly read data on a computer for later analysis.

3.3 3D printing and prototype building

For the outer shell, slide holder, and filter plate, the 3D printing material is

photosensitive resin using the SLA process. An SG90 servo is used in this system

because of its small size. A 5050 LED is used since it can separately control all three

RGB values, and the distance between three small LEDs is in an acceptable range. A

narrowband filter is used since a limited wavelength is required for the phase

retrieving process to be accurate. The half-band width of the three filters is 20nm, and

the wavelength for the three filters is 650nm, 532nm, and 450nm. The CMOS type is

Basler dart daA2500-14um (No-Mount), with resolution (H x V) 2592 px × 1944 px,

pixel Size (H x V) 2.2 μm × 2.2 μm, frame rate 14 fps, and mono color.

In order to assemble the system, the slide holder should be inserted into the

supporting component in the middle bottom hole and fixed with glue. The CMOS and

its supporting components should be fixed with a screw and nut. The wire should be

appropriately carried out by drilling holes in the supporting component. After making

sure the output port of the CMOS is exposed and gluing the front board of the

supporting component on, assemble the filter plate with all three filters, and then

attach the filter plate to the servo. Then, screw the servo and its supporting component

to the outer shell, and make sure all wires are correctly connected as stated in the

"Hardware and circuit design" section. Finally, assemble the outer shell with the

supporting component, and do the first test of the system.4. Experiment

4.1 Plankton slide sample testing

In order to test the performance of the system, the sample slide of paramecium

is used. After taking the background image (which follows the same process but

without the slide on), there are several steps to follow:

1. Fix the slide on the slide holder, and connect the camera to the receiver device.



2. Adjust the height of the slide holder to minimize the distance between the slide

and the CMOS.

3. Open one of the RGB LEDs or turn the filter plate to one of the RGB filters.

4. Record the picture in the receiver (computer or MCU).

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to take pictures under all the lights.

After taking the photo, three background images and three object images are

processed as in Figure 4. The image before and after processing is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 10a provides the original image taken under a green light of 525μm. As

shown in Figure 10b, the clarity of the image greatly improved. Figure 7c shows the

processed image of one specific paramecium. The 3D shape of one specific

paramecium can be derived as shown in Figure 7d.

Figure 7 Observation results of paramecium slide sample
a: hologram b: light intensity diagram after processing c: light intensity of a single paramecium

d: 3d image of a single paramecium



4.2 Water quality sample collection

After making the concentrated water sample slide using the process illustrated

in section 2.3, the sample can be recorded using the process illustrated in 4.1. The

number of cells in the processed image can be calculated using level-set-based cell

image segmentation.

Level-set-based cell image segmentation is an advanced image-processing

method for recognizing and segmenting cells from complex backgrounds. This

technique is very important in biomedical imaging analysis, especially in cases where

individual cells need to be accurately identified and quantified. The following is the

basic process of the level-set-based cell segmentation technique:

1. Image Acquisition and Preprocessing: after processing to obtain images of the

observed microorganisms, the images need to be pre-processed. This includes

steps such as denoising, contrast adjustment, grayscaling, etc.

2. Level Set Function: The level set method relies on a mathematical representation

called the level set function, which is used to define the foreground (e.g., cells)

and background in the image. The level set function is evolved through a

mathematical formulation (usually a partial differential equation). This process

causes the contours of the level set to gradually move towards the cell

boundaries.

3. Segmenting the Cell: When the level set function is stable, i.e., the contour no

longer changes significantly, it is considered to be close to or at the actual

boundary of the cell. At this point, this contour can be used to segment out the

cells in the image.

4. Post-processing: The segmented result may require some post-processing, such as

removing regions that are too small (which may be noise), or merging regions

that are very close together (which may be different parts of the same cell).



Figure 8 Cell identification technology

The number of cells calculated by the above method is only the number of𝑛
𝑐

cells inside the view of the CMOS. In order to estimate the complete number of cells

on the slide , the ratio of the CMOS area and slide area is used for estimation𝑛
𝑡
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Figure 9 Water sample observation results
a: hologram b: light intensity diagram after processing c: 3D image of a part of sample d: light

intensity of a part of sample

In Figure 9, the water sample from a pond in the Princeton area is processed

using the above procedure. Figure 9a shows the original image of the concentrated

water sample, and Figure 9b is the image after phase retrieval. Figure 9d shows the

phase retrieved image of a small part of the image, and Figure 9c shows the 3d shape

of the image.



4.3 Overall analysis

Figure 10 Resolution board sample observations
a: hologram b: light intensity diagram after processing c: 3D image

In order to produce a more systematic evaluation of the system, the

USAF1951 resolution board is used. As shown in Figure 10, Figure 10a is the original

image under a green light of 525μm, and Figure 10b is the processed image. The

system can capture at most group 7 element 5 clearly, which is 2.46μm. In this test

case, the CMOS we tested has a pixel size of 2.2μm by 2.2μm, so the system is

approaching the theory limit resolution of the hardware.



5. Conclusion

Our study into digital holographic microscopy (DHM) and lensless digital

holographic microscopy (LDHM) as tools for assessing water quality through

plankton analysis marks a significant step towards innovative environmental

monitoring methods. Plankton analysis stands out as a key indicator of water health,

revealing that rapid and accurate detection of water quality changes is achievable.

This approach significantly outperforms traditional methods, which are slower and

may not keep pace with the swift changes in water bodies caused by pollution. The

benefits of utilizing DHM and LDHM are manifold. These technologies enable quick

observation and analysis of plankton, dramatically reducing the time needed to

evaluate water quality. Through capturing high-detail plankton images and applying

sophisticated image analysis algorithms like the G-S iteration and level-set-based cell

image segmentation, we manage to precisely measure and identify plankton species

and quantities. Testing with the USAF1951 resolution board confirmed our system's

capability to distinguish features as small as 2.46μm, proving its high resolution and

accuracy. Moreover, these optical techniques streamline the necessary equipment for

plankton observation, making the process both more accessible and cost-effective.

This opens up water quality monitoring to a broader audience, allowing more

communities and researchers to perform their own assessments and make

well-informed decisions on water management and conservation.

Looking ahead, there's potential to build upon our findings. Future research

might delve into incorporating artificial intelligence and machine learning to automate

plankton identification and counting, which could further expedite and refine analysis

accuracy. Expanding the plankton image database to include various conditions could

enhance system sensitivity to different pollution types. Additionally, improving the

portability and field-readiness of the equipment could extend its usability across

varied environmental settings.



In closing, our investigation presents a solid proof of concept for applying

advanced optical methods in water quality monitoring through plankton analysis.

Advancing this groundwork, future endeavors can augment the efficiency, reach, and

impact of water quality monitoring efforts, contributing significantly to the worldwide

initiative to safeguard our essential water resources.
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